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on, trade it in, give it a second life. If your Robertshaw Thermostat model is not working
correctly, you can perform the troubleshooting process on your own. The guidelines below are
presented in the form of tables that describe common thermostat issues, possible causes and
solutions of the problems. A wide range of problems is covered stating from the absence of
heat and finishing by display malfunctioning. Each manual provides a short description of the
troubleshooting process â€” the guidelines are quite easy to follow. Please, note that while
some tasks can be done by an average user, a few repair measures should be done by
professionals only. Problem Action Thermostat does not turn on system. Check wiring System
turns on too often. Increase temperature differential System fan does not operate properly.
Move fan option switch to either gas or electric, to match system Thermostat does not display
proper room temperature. Also make sure that the thermostat is securely attached to the
subbase with no exposed gaps. Temperature display inaccurate Air from wall cavity may be
leaking into the rear of the thermostat. Seal hole where wiring enters subbase to prevent air
infiltration. External influence from appliances, lighting or drafts may be affecting temperature
accuracy. Move lamps or other sources of heat away from thermostat. Thermostat not
displaying outdoor temperature Check wiring at outdoor sensor and sensor terminals on
subbase. Zone registers closed Check all zone registers; closed registers should be readjusted.
Faulty thermostat Replace if necessary. Symptom Remedy Thermostat does not tum on system.
Check wiring Thermostat turns system on and off too frequently. Replace batteries. System fan
does not operate properly. Remove clear mylar sticker. Check battery connections and
batteries. Press the reset button once with a small pm and hold for two seconds then
reprogram. There may be as much as a 4 minute delay before the heat or cool system turns on.
Wait and check. Check your circuit breakers and switches to ensure there is power to the
system. Make sure your furnace blower door is closed property. If your system only uses
4-wires, be sure the jumper wire is installed between the RC and RH terminals. Replace unit.
Search for:. Air from wall cavity may be leaking into the rear of the thermostat. Check all
balancing dampers in the same duct as the motorized zone damper; closed balancing dampers
should be readjusted. Robertshaw are designed to be easily programmed, thus giving you more
comfort and more time to attend to your other needs, rather than manually setting the
thermostat every time you need it to change temperatures. Similar to a cell phone, this
programming style is extremely easy, that when you order a Robertshaw thermostat, you don't
even need a manual for the installation process. The Robertshaw product line offers a few
series, each with their distinct features and benefic characteristics. One can take control of the
indoor environment with the line voltage thermostat. Line voltage save energy by permitting
occupants to set temperatures according to whether the house is occupied. These can
automatically store and repeat settings daily with allowance for manual override. Office store
and repeat multiple daily settings, which you can manually override without affecting the rest of
the daily or weekly program. Installing is one of the simplest things you can do to save energy
and money in your home. Totaline can work in almost any residential or light commercial
application. It looks good, too! Small, low profile and in a contemporary color that will blend in
with any room color. The LCD readout is extra large making it easy to read. All these features
and more make this the perfect universal replacement for all those environmentally unsound
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programmable thermostat. Why Robertshaw? Therefore the thermostat is pressure balanced
and will respond to system temperatures only. No other thermostat does this. Robertshaw
makes the thermostat's strut assembly from brass, not stainless steel, because brass can be
bradded to the housing with heat instead of sledge hammer-like stress. This technique permits
two brads per strut. Other manufacturers forcefully attach the struts to the housing with
intense, metal-weakening pressure on the struts, binding each strut in only one spot. This is the
heart of a Robertshaw thermostat. It detects minute changes in the temperature of the coolant,
and quickly activates a precision-engineered stem or piston to open and close the thermostat
valve. With other thermostats, the bypass valve stem is welded on. The weld tends to fail under
stress. To eliminate this problem, Robertshaw manufactures the entire copper cup and bypass
stem from a single piece of metal. In conventional thermostats, the piston must make a large
stroke to open the thermostat far enough for adequate coolant flow. But the long stroke
compromises durability. Robertshaw engineers achieved a shorter stroke with a
uniquely-designed flange and poppet. This design increases the longevity of the thermostat, yet
still allows adequate coolant circulation. Making the strut assembly from brass instead of steel
provides another benefit: brass, being more malleable than steel, can be precisely formed to
maximize coolant flow. Robertshaw builds all thermostats to OEM standards -- so your
replacement thermostat is identical to those used in new Fords, Chryslers, and other cars. At
the heart of a Robertshaw thermostat is the power pill. Its job: to detect minute changes in the
temperature of the coolant, and to quickly activate a precision-engineered piston that opens and
closes the thermostat valve. The Power Pill's piston is activated by a temperature-sensitive
mixture of metallic powder and wax. Some thermostats use an all-wax charge, which responds
slowly to temperature changes. Other brands mix copper powder with the wax for faster
response, but the copper quickly separates from the wax. Robertshaw developed a process to
maintain suspension of the copper powder in the wax, so the fast response doesn't deteriorate
and the thermostat will not "stick-open" to cause the engine to run cool. Most manufacturers
use a one-piece rubber diaphragm to seal the charge and drive the piston. If the rubber part
ruptures, the thermostat fails. Robertshaw uses two separate parts: a diaphragm to seal the
wax, and a stem seat or plug that drives the piston. Rubber material for each part is formulated
especially to meet each part's unique requirements. Wear or damage to the stem seat still
allows the thermostat to operate satisfactorily. Every Robertshaw Power Pill is calibrated to
bring the thermostat's start-to-open temperature within strict tolerances. The model list of
applications for this thermostat series is so extensive it cannot be part of the search
functionality. It is included here for the secondary site search feature. Temperature: The Power
Pill At the heart of a Robertshaw thermostat is the power pill. On sale. You should be certain
that your HVAC is compatible before you try to hook up a smart thermostat. The wires are thin
and multi-colored. Likewise, there are lots of systems that are not compatible at all. For
example, if you have a thermostat and heater pair in every room of your home, you probably
have line voltage systems which are not compatible with the popular smart thermostats
available right now. For more help, check out our detailed guide with lots of photos! Guide to
low voltage, line voltage, and more. Also, major manufacturers such as ecobee and Nest also
offer compatibility checking tools that are easy to use and will help you determine if you can
have a smart thermostat with your existing HVAC system. Pop your thermostat off the wall so
you can see the wiring, and visit either of these links:. Maintaining a WiFi connection requires
more power than your programmable or mechanical thermostat likely needed. The next thing
you should do, once you determine your HVAC system is compatible in the first place, is to
determine if you have a sufficient number of wires. Your photos should be good enough to help
you put your old thermostat back into service. Do your future self a favor and take some good,
sharp photos of your existing wiring hookups before you take anything apart. In some homes,
swapping thermostats is no big deal â€” the wall is painted white and always has been, the old
thermostat is small and your new one is bigger â€” and so on. Chances are, the wall plate has
you covered. Thermostat wires are thin and easy to break, and removing your current
thermostat might snap a few of the tips off. See photo below â€” the plastic sheath has been
stripped off the wire so the copper bit can be inserted into the terminal. You can also cut and
strip thermostat wires with a sharp pair of scissors, but the process is much easier with the
right tool. Pros do more than just swap an old thermostat for a new one â€” you could also
bundle in any of the following work:. Of the above, I can personally recommend having your
thermostat moved to a better location if needed. We had our thermostat moved by an electrician
last winter we bundled the work with a bunch of other electrical work we needed done and it
was absolutely worth it. Our thermostat used to sit in front of a sunny window and near our
slider door, which was a ridiculous place for it: the thermostat always thought the house was

warm, so why run the heat? Meanwhile, we froze in every other room. Then, if we opened the
slider door to ventilate the kitchen after cooking, the thermostat thought it was freezing so it
blasted the heat. Our thermostat is now in the hallway that runs through the center of our house
â€” a much better place for it. The peace of mind can be worth the extra expense. A smart
thermostat offers bothâ€¦. Smart thermostat manufacturers love to tout their energy-savings
capabilities - but you've got a roleâ€¦. Great Article!!!!!! If you are uncertain or unsure about any
part of installing a smart t-stat call a contractor. Good friends of mine thought that they could
install one themselves. They called me to help them. When I arrived I found that they had not
only fried the t-stat but also the furnace control module. Skip to main content. Related:
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